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Clean! Those who take proper
care of their equipment are rewarded with brilliant photos. But when
it comes to cleaning your camera
and lenses, a sure instinct and a
sense of proportion are required.
We show with the help of picture
examples when it makes sense to
take action, present the most important tools from bellows to lens
pen and point out dangers.
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Tilt/Shift lenses
Using special lenses in everyday life:
Tilt/Shift lenses are real exotics, with the
help of which the optical axis can be moved and tilted. This gives photographers
new creative scope for architectural,
panorama and landscape photography.
We show how to master the lenses and
demonstrate how to get hold of the
special lenses even without a fat wallet.

Mirrorless full format for beginners –
a market overview
The manufacturers Canon, Nikon, Panasonic and Sony are
gradually switching to mirrorless system cameras. Especially the full format sensor should
fill the cash registers, therefore
these camera families are opened for beginners. We have
looked at what options are
available and what beginners
really need.

Photography in winter
Every season offers special motives but also challenges. Alexander
Otto explains how to be perfectly
prepared for the cold season.We
show reduced, calm motifs that are
suitable for large-format murals
and give valuable tips.

Lenses for mirrorless
entry-level full format
With new camera models the manufacturers
want to inspire newcomers to the mirrorless
full format. We have taken a look at what
affordable lenses are available.
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For a high-quality tripod you can
quickly invest several hundred
euros. But what to do if your
budget is tight? We have tested
current tripods under 150 euros
and found models with an exciting price-performance ratio.
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Camera cleaning

Tripods under
150 Euro

Tethered Shooting
In the studio it is practical to
have the photos on the computer
immediately after shooting. In
this way, the quality and effect
can be assessed immediately on
the large screen. The article describes the necessary hardware
and how it works in practice.
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